TABE TEST – 2016-2017

Monday – Thursday Register @ 8:00 AM/Test @ 8:30 AM
Tuesday Register @ 4:00 PM/Test @ 4:30 PM

Must register 30 MINUTES prior to the start of the exam: 8:00 A.M./4:00 P.M.

• TABE testing takes approximately 90 minutes and requires
  ▪ $15 fee, no personal checks
  ▪ A picture ID
  ▪ Minimum age of 16

• TABE results are ready immediately after completion

• LEAVE YOUR CELL PHONE IN THE CAR. DO NOT BRING YOUR CELL PHONES INTO
  THE TESTING ROOM. CELL PHONES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NOTES, and/or
  CALCULATORS are NOT allowed in the room. Use of these devices or a
  ringing/vibrating phone will result in the INVALIDATION of your test.

• Students who hold an AAS Degree or higher or a standard Florida public high
  school diploma earned in 2007 or later may be exempt from the TABE (please see
  counselor for details and eligibility).

• Limited Access Programs require ALL students to TABE Test or submit an official
  transcript showing an AAS Degree or higher. The Limited Access Programs at
  FMTC are Auto Service Tech, Turbine Generator Maintenance, Practical Nursing,
  HVAC and Fire Fighter.

• Candidates interested in HVAC, TGM or AST programs MUST take the 30 minute
  Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Exam and interest inventory following the
  TABE.

AAAE Learning Center
2016-2017 Fall Session

Monday – Friday (Aug. 10 – Dec. 22)
8:00 AM – 2:30 PM
(Lab will be closed for lunch from 11:30-12:00)
Tuesday and Thursday (begin Aug. 23 – Dec. 15)
5:30 P.M. – 8:30 P.M.
There is a $30 enrollment fee for AAAE Lab
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